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Abstract. Integrity measurement for Operating Systems (OS) is of practical significance. To make a measurement trustworthy, it is essential to protect the Integrity Measurement Mechanisms (IMM). However, much is still to be done to this end. This paper tries to take a step forward to shoot the target. Firstly, it puts forward the concept of trust mode, which expands the working space of an OS from two-mode, consisting of user mode and kernel mode, to tri-mode, consisting of user mode, kernel mode and trust mode. The trust mode is of the highest privilege level, in which the Core Measurement Mechanism (CMM) of an OS is executed. The CMM is in charge of measuring the IMM, which is running in kernel mode. Even if the OS kernel is compromised, the CMM would work normally without interference. Then, the paper proposes an approach to building the trust mode. It also develops a prototype to implement the trust mode by fully utilizing potentialities of modern hardware.
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1 Introduction

Integrity measurement for Operating Systems (OS) is a hot research topic and there have been many achievements. Modern computer systems are constructed hierarchically, which means that a lower layer has control over a higher layer. An OS is always sitting at the lowest layer and has the highest privilege level. The whole system is controlled by the OS. To ensure the security of a computer system, the trust of an OS is very important. From different perspectives, much work [1-3] has been done in discussing the support of an OS in building trusted computer systems. It can be shown that an OS kernel has an indispensable role in this aspect [4-5].

The protection of an Integrity Measurement Mechanism (IMM) is involved in all topics related to integrity measurement. The measurement issue of a system can be stated briefly as that an object is to be measured by a measurement mechanism. The essential idea is that the mechanism determines whether the object meets security or trust requirements of the system. Obviously, the conclusion about the security or trustworthiness of the object is made by the mechanism. To protect the mechanism is paramount. Otherwise, the conclusion would be unconvincing.

Integrity measurement for an OS is a similar case, where the IMM corresponds to the measurement mechanism and the OS corresponds to object. To make the
measurement conclusion credible, it is essential to protect the IMM. The difficulty is that in current system architecture, an OS kernel has the highest privilege level and can gain access to all software layers. How to protect an IMM from interference of an OS kernel under the control of an attacker is a key problem.

There are many research results about protection of an IMM, but satisfactory methods are still hard to find. In work [6-7], an IMM is implanted into the OS kernel or applications. This kind of IMM will be compromised if the OS kernel is corrupted. Special hardware is utilized to isolate an IMM in some work [8-9]. Although security of the IMM is improved, compatibility and flexibility of the systems are lost. Some other efforts [10-11] implement an IMM based on existing Virtual Machine Monitors (VMM) [12]. Although risks from an OS kernel can be avoided and no special hardware is needed, complexity of these existing VMMs may induce security problems [13-14].

To protect an IMM from interference of an OS kernel, this paper puts forward the concept of trust mode. Compatible with current OS design, the working space of an OS will be expanded from two-mode, consisting of user and kernel mode, to tri-mode, with trust mode being the third mode. The user mode is the same as the original OS design. The kernel mode is almost the same except that when some specific instructions are executed, it will be trapped into the trust mode. This kind of traps is triggered by hardware and completely transparent to kernel mode code. The trust mode is dedicated to run a new mechanism, called Core Measurement Mechanism (CMM). The CMM is used to ensure that the kernel mode IMM is trustworthy. The trust mode is at the highest privilege level and catches traps from the kernel mode. After a trap being handled, the execution flow is returned to the kernel mode.

The development of software is always lagging far behind hardware in computer systems. This paper fully utilizes potentialities of modern hardware and proposes an approach to building the trust mode for an OS. The CMM is designed to run in the trust mode, which has the highest privilege level. Even if the OS kernel is compromised, the CMM in trust mode would work normally without interference.

The main contributions of the paper are as follows.

- It puts forward the concept of trust mode to expand the working space of an OS from two-mode to tri-mode. It designs a CMM to run in trust mode to ensure the trustworthiness of the IMM running in kernel mode.
- It proposes an approach to building the trust mode and develops a prototype to implement the new mode by utilizing potentialities of modern hardware.
- It introduces the private page table technology to protect the trust mode CMM by memory remapping. The CMM runs in a private memory region that cannot be accessed by the OS kernel. However, memory belonging to the IMM can be mapped for the CMM to measure the integrity of the IMM.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the problem we face. Section 3 introduces the design of the tri-mode architecture. Section 4 presents the way to build the trust mode for an OS. Section 5 shows how to implement the trust mode prototype. Section 6 evaluates the prototype. Section 7 discusses related work. The conclusion and future work will be given in section 8.
2 Problem Definition

We describe the threats we face at first, and then state the goals of our design to confront those threats.

2.1 Threat Model

We consider an attacker who controls everything in a computer system but the CPU, the memory controller, the main memory, a Trusted Platform Module (TPM) [15] and the buses that interconnect them.

We assume that the attacker can execute arbitrary code in kernel mode or user mode. The attacker can also access the system’s DMA-capable devices, such as Firewire interface. Thus, the attacker may be able to read or write secrets in memory without modifying the legacy OS.

The traditional privilege structure of an OS leaves the attacker a chance to tamper with executing code of the OS kernel. Common manifestations of the attacker’s abilities are rootkits and Trojans.

2.2 Design Goals

We have four design goals for the trust mode: (1) small code size, (2) no kernel code change, (3) no special hardware, and (4) the highest privilege level.

Small code size implies that we may ensure the trustworthiness of the trust mode by formal verification and manual audit. No kernel change means that commodity kernels can work directly above the trust mode without any modification. The third goal indicates that we are to fully utilize potentialities of modern commodity hardware to implement the trust mode. The last goal means that the trust mode has the highest privilege level and can work normally even if the OS kernel is compromised.

3 Design of the Tri-mode Architecture

Presented in this section is the conceptual design of the trust mode that is independent of any CPU or OS kernel. Expanding the working space of an OS from two-mode to tri-mode is to protect the kernel mode IMM. The CMM, a new mechanism, is added to the OS, which is to run in trust mode to ensure that the kernel mode IMM is trusted. Even if the OS kernel is compromised, the trust mode CMM can work normally.

Our architecture of a tri-mode OS is given as Fig. 1. Applications are executed in user mode and the OS kernel is executed in kernel mode. As with current design, interaction between user mode and kernel mode is implemented by system calls and interrupts.

The CMM runs in trust mode and possesses the highest privilege level. Interaction between kernel mode and trust mode is enforced by specific instructions. Execution of specific instructions in kernel mode will be trapped into trust mode. This kind of traps is triggered by hardware and completely transparent to the kernel mode. Under the
Fig. 1. Tri-mode OS Architecture

support of hardware, specific instructions executed in kernel mode are caught by the trust mode.

After a trap is handled, the execution flow will be returned to the kernel mode. Security sensitive parts of an OS kernel are measured by the IMM. The IMM is timely measured by the trust mode CMM. And problems are dealt with as soon as they are recognized. Even if an OS kernel is compromised, the CMM running at the highest privilege level can work normally without interference.

Our mission in this paper is to build the trust mode for an OS to protect the kernel mode IMM. To this end, the following objectives are to be reached.

- Fully utilize potentialities of modern hardware, hiding details of specific products and abstracting hardware features to support the trust mode.
- Based on hardware features, figure out a way to build the trust mode for the CMM to run separately from the OS kernel. The CMM has the ability to measure the IMM and avoid interference from the OS kernel and other software components.
- Enforce interaction between kernel- and trust-mode. Specific instructions cause kernel mode executions trapped into trust mode, in which the CMM measures the IMM. After that, the execution flow is sent back to kernel mode. Both the traps and the launch of the CMM are triggered by hardware.
- Carry out transfer of execution flows. Traps from user- into kernel-mode happen in way of system calls or interrupts. Transfer from kernel- to user mode occurs after relevant events. This is common transfer of execution flows. We focus on transfer between kernel- and trust-mode.
4 The Way to Build the Trust Mode

By definition, the trust mode must be of the highest privilege level. However, in the existing paradigm, the OS kernel is of that level. What we need to do is to create a new mode beyond the current situation. Modern hardware can help us to do that.

The modern CPU hardware virtualization feature is a prospective choice. The essence of hardware virtualization is to expand CPU privilege levels. Beyond the original ring 0-3, a higher privilege level is introduced. With that, the current OS paradigm with applications in ring 3 and the kernel in ring 0 may be kept. The new privilege level is in fact the highest one, which is sound for the trust mode.

Among others, both AMD and Intel have hardware virtualization supports, which are called SVM (Secure Virtual Machine) [16] and VT (Virtualization Technology) [17], respectively. We make use of Intel VT as prototype to build the trust mode.

4.1 Hardware Features Analysis

Intel VT includes VT-x, VT-D and VT-C that support virtualization of processor, chipset and network. We take VT-x as the fundamental to build the trust mode.

The basic idea of VT-x is to provide two kinds of processor operations, or VMX operations. One is called VMX root operation for running a VMM. The other is called VMX non-root operation for running guest software. Specific instructions executed in non-root operation state will be trapped into root operation state. After a trap is handled by root operations, code of non-root operations continues to run. VMCS (Virtual Machine Control Structure) is the core control unit of VT-x. It will be updated automatically by the CPU when transitions between non-root and root operations occur. When VMCS is initialized, configuration can be set for instructions to cause traps or not, so that guest software may be controlled by the VMM.

A set of instructions are introduced to manage VMX operations as shown in Table 1. Another 5 instructions are also introduced to manage and configure VMCS, which are VMREAD, VMWRITE, VMCLEAR, VMPTRLD and VMRTRST.

At a first glance, VT-x is designed to support processor virtualization architecture. It simplifies the design of a VMM and improves the performance of software-based virtualization. However, the essence of hardware virtualization is to expand privilege levels of CPU beyond the original ring 0-3 privilege levels.

In order for the CMM to ensure the trustworthiness of the IMM running in kernel mode, it is critical to run the CMM at a higher privilege level than the OS kernel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VMXON</td>
<td>Open VMX, put CPU in root operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMXOFF</td>
<td>Close VMX, CPU leaves VMX operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMCALL</td>
<td>Non-root operation guest calls VMM for service, transit to root operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMLAUNCH</td>
<td>Launch a VMM, transit to non-root operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMRESUME</td>
<td>Resume a VM, transit to non-root operation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A higher privilege level is introduced by Intel VT, which is a fundamental hardware support. With that privilege level is built the trust mode, in which the CMM is executed to avoid interference from an OS kernel. The CMM is in charge of checking the integrity of the IMM running in kernel mode.

Gaining insight into Intel VT, we found that it can be used to enhance the security of an OS in addition to supporting hardware virtualization. Creating a trust mode for an OS with the potential capabilities of modern hardware, we can execute the CMM in the highest privilege level to monitor the activities of security sensitive components running in kernel mode.

4.2 Building the Trust Mode

Based on the new operation state introduced by Intel VT, we can create a trust mode and give it the highest privilege level. It is a necessary mode to execute the CMM, whose responsibility is to check the kernel mode IMM. As being shown in Fig. 2, the working process of the prototype system includes building the trust mode and monitoring the kernel mode.

To build the trust mode, a trust mode module is loaded at a proper time during the launching of an OS. The first step is to enable hardware features (enter VMX operation). Then a specific structure (VMCS) is configured. There are two parameters in the structure that directly influence an execution flow. One is the return address (RIP_G) of the kernel mode and the other is the entrance address (RIP_H) of the trust mode. RIP_G is set to the next instruction right after loading the trust mode module. When hardware instruction VMLAUNCH is executed, the execution flow can be transferred to kernel mode to resume the execution of the OS from RIP_G.

When the kernel mode is being monitored, once specific instructions are executed, a trap into the trust mode will be triggered by the CPU. Then the execution flow will be transferred to the trust mode CMM at RIP_H. As a result, specific kernel mode instructions may be monitored by the CMM. After the trap caused by specific instructions is handled, the execution flow is returned to the kernel mode.

Fig. 2. Working Process of the Prototype System
5 Trust Mode Implementation

We developed a prototype to implement the trust mode concept in accordance with our approach. The prototype may carry out real-time monitoring of security sensitive parts of an OS kernel, including the IMM.

5.1 Interaction Between Kernel- and Trust-Mode

The higher privilege level introduced by Intel VT is the hardware fundamental for the creation of a trust mode. The first issue in utilizing the advanced hardware feature is to solve the problems of interaction between kernel mode and trust mode.

The advanced hardware feature to be utilized was originally designed to provide support for running a VMM. The life circle of a VMM and its guest software as well as interaction between them is illustrated in Fig. 3, which may be stated as follows.

a) A program enters the VMX operation state by executing the VMXON instruction. It then runs in the root operation state, or the trust mode.

b) When VMLAUNCH/VMRESUME is executed, the execution flow is transferred to a guest in non-root operation state, or the kernel mode.

c) Execution of specific instructions in a guest leads to trapping into the VMM in root operation state, or trust mode.

d) The VMM shuts down and leaves the VMX operation state by executing the VMXOFF instruction, which results in termination of the trust mode.

Interaction between root and non-root operation state is enforced through specific instructions. In the prototype, the first step the trust mode module takes is to enter the VMX root operation state, or trust mode, by executing VMXON. Then after VMCS having been configured, the execution flow is transferred to the non-root operation state, or kernel mode, as a result of VMLAUNCH being executed. The execution of specific kernel mode instructions will cause a trap into the trust mode. The integrity of security sensitive parts of an OS kernel, including the IMM, is measured by the trust mode CMM. After measurement, the execution flow can be turned back to the kernel mode as a result of VMALAUNCH.

In summary, it is by using VMX management instructions that the prototype enforces interaction between kernel mode and trust mode.

![Fig. 3. Interaction between VMM and Guest](image-url)
5.2 Handling Traps of Kernel Mode

Intel VT identifies two kinds of instructions that can cause traps into root operation state, or our trust mode. Some instructions cause traps unconditionally and others conditionally depending on the settings of VMCS. The way by which these instructions are handled is as follows.

a) Handling instructions that cause traps unconditionally. Instruction CPUID and INVD are executed in trust mode. Other instructions, such as VMCLEAR, VMLAUNCH, VMPTRLD, VMPPTRST, VMREAD, VMWRITE, VMRESUME, VMXOFF, VMXON, VMCALL, etc, are ignored and skipped directly.

b) Handling instructions that cause traps conditionally. Instruction RDMSR, WRMSR and reading or writing of CR (Control Register) are executed in trust mode. Other instructions are ignored and skipped directly.

Taking instruction mov %eax, %cr3 as an example, machine code 0F 22 D8 is handled as follows.

a) Get instruction address, i.e. RIP, from VMCS.
b) Get instruction length, i.e. LEN, from VMCS, which is 3.
c) Get Exit reason from VMCS, i.e. 0x0000001C, which means that traps are caused by reading or writing CR (Control Register).
d) Get Exit Qualification from VMCS, where information such as writing CR is available. The number of CRs is 3. The source operand is stored in EAX.
e) Execute mov %eax, %cr3 in trust mode.
f) The return address in kernel mode is set to RIP + LEN, and then VMRESUME is executed to transfer control back to kernel mode.

Generally speaking, if a trapped instruction needs to be executed, it will be executed in trust mode. Otherwise, that instruction will be skipped. Finally, the original execution flow in kernel mode is restored.

5.3 Transfer of System Execution Flows

After the trust mode mechanism starts working, it is necessary to transfer back and forth between trust- and kernel-mode. The state of an OS, which is mainly related to general-purpose registers and flags register, must be saved before entering trust mode. The code for saving and restoring this state is shown as Fig. 4.

```
/* Store the state of OS */
asm volatile("pusha 
");
asm volatile("pop GuestEDI \n");
asm volatile("pop GuestESI \n");
asm volatile("pop GuestEBP \n");
asm volatile("pop GuestESP \n");
asm volatile("pop GuestEBX \n");
asm volatile("pop GuestEDX \n");
asm volatile("pop GuestECX \n");
asm volatile("push %eax \n");
asm volatile("push %ecx \n");
asm volatile("push %edx \n");
asm volatile("push %ebx \n");
asm volatile("push %esp \n");
asm volatile("push %ebp \n");
asm volatile("push %esi \n");
asm volatile("push %edi \n");
asm volatile("popa ");

/* Restore the state of OS */
asm volatile("pop GuestEFlags \n");
asm volatile("push GuestEFlags \n");
asm volatile("push GuestEAX \n");
asm volatile("push GuestECX \n");
asm volatile("push GuestEDX \n");
asm volatile("push GuestESP \n");
asm volatile("push GuestEBX \n");
asm volatile("push GuestEBP \n");
asm volatile("push GuestESI \n");
asm volatile("push GuestEDI \n");
asm volatile("popa ");
```

Fig. 4. Save and Restore the State of an OS
The address of the instruction right after the one that invokes the trust mode module should be saved, so that the execution flow of the original OS can be restored after work in trust mode is finished. In our experiments, there exist two different cases. In one case, there is a stack frame before a function begins. In the other case, there is no stack frame. The code that gets return address is shown in Fig. 5.

After the trust mode is set up, the address for return to kernel mode, i.e. a field in VMCS, is set to ret_EIP. Therefore, the original execution flow will turn back to executing from the instruction right after the one that invokes the trust mode module when VMLAUNCH is executed.

In the process of monitoring kernel mode, when specific instructions are executed in kernel mode, a trap into trust mode, in which the CMM is executed, occurs. The CMM gets the address (RIP) and length (LEN) of the instruction that causes the trap. After the trap is handled, the address for return to kernel mode is set to RIP + LEN. So when VMRESUME is used to restore the execution in kernel mode, the execution flow goes on from the instruction next to the one that causes the trap.

5.4 Technology of Private Page Table

Memory is managed by the kernel in a legacy OS. The CMM is vulnerable if it can be accessed by the kernel. To protect CMM’s memory from being tampered with by kernel mode code, a memory hiding mechanism is applied to conceal the trust mode CMM completely. On the contrary, the CMM must be able to measure the integrity of the kernel mode IMM. Therefore, memory belonging to the IMM has to be accessed by the CMM. The technology of private page table is used to fulfill these two goals.

The private page table technology, as shown in Fig. 6, patches the page table entries belonging to the CMM running in the OS kernel. It copies page tables of the CMM for private use in trust mode and then changes the page tables in kernel mode to refer to a spare physical memory. As a result, the OS kernel cannot access the memory area belonging to the CMM.

As to memory area allocated to the IMM, it is mapped for the CMM, because the integrity of the IMM must be measured by the CMM. As a result, the CMM is capable of accessing memory area of the IMM for the purpose of measurement.

Both trust mode and kernel mode have their own CR3 register, which points to the base address of their own page directory table. CR3 is stored in VMCS, it can

---

```
/* Code that sets stack frame */
push %ebp
mov %esp %ebp

/* Get return address for function with stack frame */
/* and return address is stored in ret_EIP */
push 0x4(%ebp);
pop ret_EIP;

/* Get return address for function without stack frame */
/* and return address is stored in ret_EIP */
pop ret_EIP;
push ret_EIP;
```

Fig. 5. Store return address in ret_EIP
be loaded automatically by the CPU when interaction between trust mode and kernel mode takes place.

6 Evaluation

The platform used for our prototype is a Thinkpad T400 with Intel Core2 Duo P8600 processor, 2GB RAM and a Trust Platform Mode (TPM). The operating system is Ubuntu 11.04. We evaluated the prototype with two metrics, i.e. effectiveness and performance, where the former stands for the ability of the trust mode CMM to measure the integrity of the kernel mode IMM.

To evaluate the effectiveness, we develop a kernel integrity measurement mechanism called OSKIM, which is an implementation of the IMM.

Here, we describe how to implement the OSKIM, introduce the protected function of the CMM, and demonstrate the performance cost of the prototype.

6.1 Design and Implementation of OSKIM

The OSKIM is responsible for measuring the integrity of security sensitive components of the OS kernel. In order for the OSKIM to get clear semantics of the OS kernel, it is implemented in kernel mode. The trustworthiness of the OSKIM, i.e. its integrity, is checked by the trust mode CMM at proper time.

Two design principles are set for the OSKIM, i.e. small code size and the least dependency on the OS kernel. As being implied by software engineering, small code size means fewer bugs. Less dependency on the OS kernel means that it is easier for the CMM to perform measurement. A TPM is fully used to help obtain the goals.

To implement the OSKIM, the following tasks should be undertaken.

1) Extract security sensitive components from the OS kernel

Threat vectors should be taken into account. Kernel level rootkit is one of the most severe threats to an OS kernel. System call table is often tampered with by this kind of rootkits [18]. Consequently, it belongs to kernel security sensitive components.
Table 2. Security Sensitive Components of OS Kernel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Data or functions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kernel Rootkit Target</td>
<td>system call table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDIMS</td>
<td>do_page_fault();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>do_mmap_pgoff();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>arch_setup_additional_pages();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheduler Program</td>
<td>load_balance();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>scheduler_tick();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>try_to_wake_up();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>recalc_task_prio();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>schedule();</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A mechanism called PDIMS [19], which we previously developed to dynamically measure the integrity of a process, is another component needs to be considered. It is necessary to build a trust chain from trust mode to user mode as shown in Fig. 7.

The scheduler program in the OS kernel is of great importance to the OS, it is another component needs to be considered.

Listed in Table 2 are all presently considered security sensitive components of the OS kernel, which should be measured by the OSKIM. An interface is provided for users to dynamically add other security sensitive components as required.

![Fig. 7. Chain of trust from hardware to application](image)

2) **Determine how to measure security sensitive components**

The SHA-1 cryptographic hash function is used for measurement. To reduce code size and make hash function trustworthy, a hardware TPM is employed. Three TPM commands, i.e. TPM_SHA1Start, TPM_SHA1Update and TPM_SHA1Complete, are used to perform SHA-1 calculation. The first command starts an SHA-1 session. The second transfers data to the TPM. The third gets the result of the SHA-1 calculation.

3) **Get the start address and length of a security sensitive component**

In a Linux-based prototype, kernel file System.map-xxx may be used to get the start address, or start_add, of a kernel component with the following commands.

```bash
cat /boot/System.map-xxx | grep security_sensitive_part
```
In the case of system call table, the length is a constant. Considering a kernel sensitive function, we can get the address next to its last instruction, or end_add, and take (end_add – start_add) as its length.

4) **Determine the time to run the OSKIM**

The OSKIM is implemented as a kernel thread and runs at a proper time. For simplicity, the OSKIM may measure the security sensitive part of the OS kernel at a regular interval. Other policies may be used as well.

To enforce the measurement time policy, we need to get trustworthy time. As we presume that the kernel may be compromised, we have to get trustworthy time from other place. We use the hardware TPM to get a trusted time with the TPM_GetTicks command. A trusted time interval may be produced with the following code.

```c
/* a kernel thread */
while(1) {
    measure integrity of kernel security sensitive part;
    startTicks = TPM_GetTicks();
    do {
        schedule();
        endTicks = TPM_GetTicks();
    } while(endTicks - startTicks < TIMEOUT);
}
```

6.2 **Protected Functions of the CMM**

Supported by the CPU, specific instructions may be caught by the trust mode CMM. Instructions caught by our prototype CMM include VMCLEAR, VMLAUNCH, VMPTRLD, VMPTRST, VMREAD, VMWRITE, VMRESUME, VMXOFF, VMXON, VMCALL, CPUID, INVD, RDMSR, WRMSR, reading or writing CR1, CR2, CR3, CR4, etc.

Experimental test shows that the trust mode mechanism we proposed can effectively monitor sensitive kernel mode operations and measure the integrity of the kernel mode IMM. Running in the highest privilege level and supported by memory protection mechanism, the CMM is of high security and reliability.

6.3 **Performance Test Results**

We used UnixBench version 5.1.3 to evaluate the performance cost of our prototype. As is shown in Fig. 8, the IMM has little influence on system performance. The overall performance degrades by 1.4% after the IMM is loaded. When the IMM and the CMM are both loaded, the Pipe-based Context Switching test is most heavily influenced by the prototype mechanism, with 51.5% of performance penalty, because the test contains lots of sensitive operations such as reading and writing CR3. Fortunately, with the IMM and the CMM in action, the overall system performance cost is about 8.9%, as shown by the last column in Fig. 8, which is acceptable.
Fig. 8. UnixBench results

7 Related Work

To measure system integrity with hardware support is not a new idea. Dyad [20], BITS [21], AEGIS [22], IBM 4758 [8] and TPod [23] are representatives of earlier efforts that use hardware to support system integrity measurement. They focus on boot-time integrity measurement, not taking runtime integrity into consideration.

IMA [2] makes load-time integrity measurement for executable objects, which pushes a step forward from boot-time measurement. PRIMA [24] is an improvement on IMA. By introducing the CW-Lite access control model, it tries to dynamically measure system integrity with information flow being taken into account. Neither IMA nor PRIMA can provide effective way to protect measurement mechanisms.

Intel TXT [25], AMD SVM [16] and AMD TrustZone [26] are technologies that provide hardware support to system integrity measurement. Intel TXT is similar to AMD SVM. TrustZone is dedicated to embedded system platforms. These technologies may provide hardware features to be utilized by our work, which is on software mechanisms. We make use of Intel VT [17], which is a part of Intel TXT.

SecVisor [27] is a tiny hypervisor that ensures code integrity for OS kernels. It runs in the VMM privilege level that is higher than the kernel. It uses CPU-Based memory virtualization to implement isolation between monitor and OS kernel. To this point, our work is similar to SecVisor in some sense. However, SecVisor treats kernel code as a whole and does not identify security sensitive parts.

Flicker [28] is an architecture for isolating sensitive code execution with a minimal Trusted Computing Base. It utilizes hardware support of AMD SVM to create a completely isolated environment for security-sensitive code to run. It can provide attestation of the executed code to a remote party. It shows no concern on OS integrity, while OS kernel integrity monitoring is a key point of our work.

TrustVisor [29] is a special hypervisor that protects security sensitive code based on AMD SVM hardware features. It has three basic operating modes called Host mode, secure guest mode and legacy guest mode. Although our work is also involved with three modes, they are different from those of TrustVisor.

SIM [10] is a framework that monitor OS kernel based on Intel VT. It copes with a situation where a monitor and the OS kernel to be monitored coexist in the same guest VM. It implements isolation between a monitor and the OS kernel. The biggest problem of SIM is that it depends on VMM. Our work does not bother with VMM.
8 Conclusion and Future Work

Based on popular modern hardware features, this paper puts forward the concept of trust mode to expand the working space of an OS from two-mode, consisting of user mode and kernel mode, to tri-mode, with trust mode as the third newly added mode. It then proposes an approach to building the trust mode for an OS to monitor and protect the integrity measurement mechanism running in kernel mode. A prototype has been developed to implement the trust mode by fully utilizing potentialities of modern hardware, i.e. hardware-virtualization-enabled CPU and TPM. The effectiveness and performance of the trust mode are demonstrated with experiments.

To improve the performance of our prototype is one part of our future work. We are using multi-core technologies to enable measuring and measured entities to work in parallel so as to reduce performance cost. Since the code size of a trust mode mechanism (3500 lines of code) is small, we also want to use formal verification to prove the trustworthiness of the mechanism.
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